Abstract-for information extraction and topic classification, this paper extracts topic words from the classified documents, and builds the topic lexicon according to the topic. Topic words are extracted from each document by pretreating the document and using the TF-IDF weight formula. The topic words are extracted by the size of weight proportionally. After processing each document uninterruptedly, the topic lexicon is built according to the topic. Experiments prove that it has good accuracy to extract topic words. The topic lexicon is easy to build, and it satisfies the needs of word segmentation of all kinds of documents. It is a new method in information extraction and text classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topic words [1] extraction is the foundation of text classification, and Chinese word segmentation [2] is the first step, if we want to acquire the topic words of the documents. By the complexity of Chinese, the mechanical word segmentation techniques that base on lexicon are used widely. Therefore, the lexicon good or not is the key that whether can we extract the topic words effectively.
Currently, topic words extraction mainly uses existing source of knowledge, such as Wordnet [3] in English and Hownet [4] in Chinese. All sorts of word segmentation systems have been adopted to meet the need of word segmentation, such as Tsing Hua' s SEG [5] system and Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics's CDWS system. They perform well in deal with words that usually use in common documents, but perform badly in deal with technical terms [6, 7] . The paper just extracts the words [8] that relate to the topic rather than all the ones. So, it becomes a significant research projects to build the lexicon that meets the need discussed above and divided by topic. The methods that build topic lexicon mainly use weight calculation that bases on documents frequency now. Its maximum defect is that it needs huge training documents which waste plenty of time. In this paper, on the basis of weight calculation, an improved using method is adopted, which reduces the number of training documents largely. At the same time, semantic comprehension is added to make the topic lexicon more reasonable. Building topic lexicon is not only a great help for the information extraction and text classification but also a great help for enhancement the efficiency of topic words extraction obviously.
II. RESEARCH OF RELEVANT TECHNIQUES

A. Text feature representation and Vector Space Model
The most common method to represent the feature of text is called VSM [9] (Vector Space Model), which was proposed by professor Salton. In this model, documents are mapped into term vector space [10] . Each text is represented feature vector, V(d)={t 1 ,w 1 (d)……;t i ,w i (d);……t n ,w n (d)}, t i is the term , and every term t i has a weight w i (d),which is assigned a value according to the importance. Thus, the document is represented as N-dimensional vector.
B. Relativity of the words
Word is the minimum unit of text topic expression. The meaning of a sentence is expressed by forward-backward correlation of words. Mutual information [11] usually measure the relativity between words, it represents the size of information, when the two things co-occurrence. The formula of mutual information of words a and b is shown as: (1) (,) (,)log 2 ()() pab MIab papb = (1)
In the formula, P(a) is the frequency of a in the document. P(a,b) is the frequency of a and b co-occurrence in the document. The bigger the MI(a,b) is, the stronger the relativity between a and b, and they should be combined together.
C. Extracting topic words by the method of TF-IDF
The text is composed of huge number of words, and the dimensions of vector of the text are enormous too. But the possibility to be the topic words is different greatly. The topic words are that they are the most representative feature of the text. In order to get them, the topic words should be sorted by the size of weight that is calculated by the weight calculation formula. Then they are extracted proportionally.
The classic methods to calculate the weight is the TF-IDF [12] formula. TF (term frequency) is the frequency of the words in a document. It reflects the distribution of a feature in a document. IDF (inverse document frequency) is the reciprocal that the words occur in the documents. It reflects the distribution of a feature in all the documents. The thoughts [13] of the methods are that the topic words of a document should have a higher word frequency in this document and have a lower word frequency in other documents. The formula of weight calculation [14] is shown as (2) In the formula, (,) i tftdis the frequency of the key words
n is the number of documents that has key words t i , N is the number of all documents. The letter a is a constant, usually taking the value 0.01. Denominator is the normalization factor.
III. ESTABLISHMENT OF TOPIC LEXICON
Traditional methods to build topic lexicon analyze the word frequency and the inverse documents frequency in huge number of documents, getting the topic words. Then the topic words are added to the topic lexicon, and the topic lexicon is built. In this paper, each document that extracts topic words is regarded as a whole. Text frequency in the document and inverse document frequency in all documents is calculated firstly, and then the weight order is calculated. In the end, topic words are extracted proportionally. On the basis of that, to solve the defects of the TF-IDF weight formula, we add semantic comprehension to enhance the accuracy of topic words extraction. Repeating the above steps constantly, we can build a topic lexicon. Using these methods is easy to build the topic lexicon in a smaller set of training documents, and has better accuracy. At the same time, it is a process that perfects the lexicon constantly, and can perform well in word segmentation.
A. Extraction of topic words a. The processing of foreground document
Firstly, the foreground document that the paper extracts the topic words is processed [15] . Word segmentation is done, and the stop words that can not express the topic of a document are discarded [16] , such as the words "的","了","啊", and so on. Secondly, the paper represents the text by VSM model. Finally, the word frequency [17] is calculated in the document. b. The processing of background documents
The background documents are that they belong to different domains comparing with foreground documents. Word segmentation is done, and the stop words are discarded. Then the documents are represented by VSM model. Taking each document as a unit, counts the word frequency that occurs in all documents.
In the end, calculating the weight uses TF-IDF formula, and extracts the topic words proportionally. The faults of traditional method of TF-IDF are that they only calculate the word frequency in different domains without calculating the relationship among the words and the degree of importance that composes a document of the different parts. So, the paper goes on analyzing the foreground document by adding to semantic comprehension to make up the faults.
B. Word co-ccurrence of a sentence
In Chinese language, the meanings of a sentence are expressed by the words that compose a sentence and the relationship among the words. The most direct relationship among the words is the word co-occurrence [18] . It shows the times that two words co-occurrence in a sentence. The bigger the word co-occurrence is, the more important the word. Because it is a word that often modifies other words or is modified by other words.
In addition, in Chinese scientific literature, it is usually composed of title, abstract, keywords, text and paragraph title. The importance of them to express the topic of a document is different largely. The title, the abstract and the paragraph title is the summary of the article, so they are more important than others. We take them which are pretreated firstly and the keywords to calculate the word co-occurrence, and the words that satisfy the threshold value are added to the topic lexicon. The formula of word co-occurrence is shown as (3) .
In the formula, f ij is the times of the word t i and the word t j co-occurrence in a sentence. f i is the times of the word t i occurrence. f j is the times of the word t j occurrence.
C. The connection of compound word
As the documents are processed by word segmentation that bases on lexicon, some compound words that have special meanings may be segmented to simple one. For example, the word"世界贸易组织" may be segmented by"世界", "贸易", "组织". They affect the accuracy of extracting the topic words. The compound word is the one that is composed of m (2≤m≤x)(X is the maximum number of building the compound word)simple words that are adjacent [19] , and it has lower word frequency but stronger ability to distribute the topic of the text.
The paper uses the deformation formula of mutual information to calculate the degree of connection of the m adjacent simple words. If the result is larger than the threshold value, It can be confirmed as a compound word [20] .The formula of compound word connection is shown as (4). 
D. The processing of synonym
Firstly, a table of synonym is built, which records the corresponding relationship of the synonym, and the acronym that used commonly. After the topic lexicon is built, the table of synonym is searched to add their synonym and acronym to the topic lexicon. The flow chart of building specific topic lexicon is shown as Fig.Ⅰ. 
IV. THE EXPERIMENT AND RESULT OF BUILDING TOPIC LEXICON
The experiment is done on the platform of windows xp sp2 operating system, and adopts NetBeans 6.1 integrated development environment which is based on java techniques to program the software.
A. The methods of the experiment
Take to build topic lexicon of sports as an example. One hundred economic articles, one hundred educational articles, one hundred historical articles, one hundred martial articles and one hundred political articles are chosen from Fudan text classification corpus as the background documents. The average length is one hundred and ten words. Four hundred sports articles are chosen as the foreground documents. Each sports article is processed to extract topic words. Then the topic words are added to the sports lexicon. After finishing the work, a sports lexicon is built.
B. The experiment and analysis of topic words extraction
Choosing an article named The brief history of Olympic football from the foreground documents. There are two hundred and fourteen words in all, after the pretreating, five percentage words are chosen as the topic words of this article. At the same time, the words that have the same weight as the dividing point of threshold value are added into lexicon. Then word co-occurrence calculation and compound word connection is done. Finally the topic words are shown as (6) While there are no objective evaluation methods in topic words classification, the paper uses the methods of artificial judgment. In this experiments, only the words "业余"，"职 业", don't belong to the sports words in the twelve topic words that are extracted.
C. Evaluation standard
The words are divided into topic words and non-topic words. The formula of accuracy is: Accuracy=topic words/all the words. The result is gotten as following in TableⅠand TableⅡ. 
D. Results
In 300 background documents, the accuracy of extraction words reposeful, though the number of topic words is different. In 500 background documents, the accuracy of extraction words increased a little. As with the increment of background documents, the document frequency of common words increases too. When calculating the weight, the technical terms will be chosen easily.
V. THE STRUCTURE OF THE TOPIC LEXICON In the table, the attribute of wordID is the exclusive number of the topic words. The attribute of words is the topic words. |The attribute of useFrequency is the frequency of this topic words in the word segmentation in future. The attribute of addFrequency is the frequency of the topic words that is added from the training documents. We can clear up the topic lexicon according to the attribute of addFrequency and useFrequency in future to make it more reasonable.
VI. CONCLUSION
On the basis of traditional TF-IDF methods, the paper improves the using methods. Semantic comprehension is added to solve its defects too. The methods that build topic lexicon are easy and have good accuracy. The topic lexicon will be an effective tool in information extraction and topic words extraction of professional documents in future.
